Start your anticancer protocol with Boron-12, then
Fluorine -11, then Magnesium-10, then Copper-9, then
Iodine-8, then Oxygen-7, then Selenium-6, then
Carbon-5, then Potassium-4, then Titanium-3, then
Manganese-2, & last Zinc-1...

Important Elements:
B17 pill dosage...conversion if you are
eating apricot seeds...
20 mg B17 per seed of apricot...
2 apricot seed/10 lbs of body weight...
ie:150 lbs=30 apricot seeds
or=30 apricot seeds x 20 mg =600 mg.
B17 (Laetrile)
B17 is an OXYGEN that removes
Hydrogen from the Liver & Cerebellum...
Note:FightingTogether.org sells excellent
supplements for anticancer approaches...

Join DIY Cancer Repair Manual Facebook
group to fellowship...
Learn how to do your own diagnostic
imaging there...**
...or here http://grovecanada.ca/

diy-diagnostic-imaging/
**(All you need is a photo, a computer or
smartphone, an internet connection, &
some brains...)
What follows are some tips for
understanding your Imaging results & what
to do about them...

See the vast Key Lime Mercury green?

Fotoflexer edit showing 5 colours...

See Pale Purple colour in Lunapic editor?

Tips:
If you see BLUE Lead in Fotoflexer,
assume Nitrogen excess is present...
(remove with Zinc & Carbon)

If you see Yellow Calcium in Fotoflexer,
assume Molybdenum excess...(remove
with Iodine & Boron)

If you see Key Lime green Mercury in
Lunapic, assume
Sugar is in excess as well...(remove with
Magnesium & Selenium)

Please visit http://www.GroveCanada.Ca
(Yes, we are Canadian, hence the " .Ca")

The philosophy behind Grove Health
Science, is based on the Grove Brain &
Body Part Charts...

Brain parts connect to body parts...

Joseph & Sari Grove are artists...
In the Medical Arts...
Friday, February 10th, 2017
Note from Sari: "If you are stuck, doing
everything "right" & still are having
problems, then it is time for black salve!
Why? because that thing is hiding up at
the surface where internal medicines
cannot reach it...
Get it fast by applying between 2
millimetres(toothpick tip) & 20 millimetres
(dime size) of black salve...
***weakest to strongest:Two Feathers
black salve, Zenith herbals black salve,
Best on Earth black salve, Amazon
(cansema) black salve, Amazon deep
tissue salve..."

Drugs you can take if the herbals aren't
enough...
Mebendazole (Vermox) O, Zn, K
Pyrantel Pamoate(Combantrin or Reese's
Pinworm medication) Zn, O
Albenza(Albendazole) K, O, Zn
K is Potassium
O is Oxygen
Zn is Zinc
These are "families" from the Periodic
Table of elements...
Each one is a building block for things in
the real world...

There are 12 body parts on the Grove
Body Part Chart...
There are 12 corresponding Brain parts...
Each part has a MINUS element & a Plus
element...
The MINUS elements CLEAN...
The Plus elements REPAIR...
Figure out which body parts you need to
clean & which ones you need to repair...
Then choose the elements for your unique
prescription...

By the way:
Skene's gland is the female prostate
gland...
Aurum is like B12 or norepinephrine...
Phosphorus is a cancer marker (purple in
Lunapic)...
Key Lime green in Lunapic can indicate
Lyme disease...
Later stage cancers will progress to Key
Lime green Mercury from Purple
Phosphorus in Lunapic...
Later stage cancers look very much like
Lyme disease in imaging...

Cancer is a worm...A parasite...
As the worm grows, it eats the Plus
elements...
Minus elements in quantity can kill this
worm called cancer...
If the worm called cancer shows up as
Purple Phosphorus in Lunapic editor, then
it starts to eat & grow, it will consume all
the Phosphorus, & grow & then it will start
eating Mercury(the key lime green colour
in Lunapic) in your body...
What the worm eats is how we see it in
imaging...If this cancer worm is really big it
will have eaten every Plus element on the
chart, starting from Lead+12(red meat), &
ending at the bottom of the chart with
Molybdenum+1(beans)...

So you have to make sure, if that is the
case, to thoroughly clean each body part
systematically, starting from the BOTTOM
of the chart (Boron-12), & working your
way up the body(up the chart) to (Zinc-1)...
You start from the bottom because if you
start from the top, you can get
obstructions...
Minus elements will clean the body part it
is in, & then they will flow backwards UP
the chart to clean previous body parts(or
brain parts)...
Plus elements, when you eat them, iron
(chicken for example, or Kale & spinach),
feed & repair the body(or brain part)they
are in, & then they flow DOWNWARDS to
feed all the body parts BELOW...
If you are trying to clean your Spleen, then

ingesting CBD oil (a Titanium element),
will NOT do that...
Titaniums will clean the Lungs & Lymph
Nodes(breasts & armpits too), then they
will clean the Thymus gland(the blood), &
then they will clean the Thyroid gland
(bones) above it...
Water is a Hydrogen so be very careful
with water as it is a Plus element...
If you know where in the brain or body the
thing is, then you know how to kill it...
You can call Sari at 416-924-9725 in
Toronto if you need some help over the
phone...
You can Friend Sari Grove on Facebook if
you want to private message a picture to
edit...
You can email grove@sent.com

Please try to do things yourself, read
yourself, edit yourself, if you can...
My goal is to teach you how to fish, not to
give you a fish...
Joseph Grove works with Sari, but any
pictures sent are not shared unless explicit
permissions are given...
Those who are willing to let others see
their edited pictures & participate in
research articles vis a vis relevant
anticancer information are much
appreciated by all...
Feel free to post your results in the DIY
Cancer repair Manual group or on your
blog or print & share with your doctors...
A picture speaks a thousand words...(&
apparently so do I!)

"God Bless"...(we were married
almost 21 years ago by a lady Justice of
the Peace, & 2 Salvation Army ministers
(male female) at City Hall...'God Bless'
used to be the Salvation Army motto...Now
it is "Giving Hope today")

